Call for Papers

4th SIKS Conference on Enterprise Information Systems

EIS 2009
Nijmegen, October 23, 2009

Theme: Return on Modelling Effort

For the fourth time, the Dutch Research School SIKS organizes a Dutch/Belgian Conference on Enterprise Information Systems (EIS). The purpose of EIS is to bring together Dutch/Belgian researchers interested in the advances and business applications of information systems - a broad field, including topics such as Management Information Systems, E-Business, IS Analysis and Design, Requirements Engineering, Business Innovation, Knowledge Management, Business Process Management, Product Software Development, Coordination and Communication, Collaborative Information Systems, Business/IT Alignment, Enterprise Engineering, Architectures for IKS, and many others.

EIS 2009 is organized by SIKS (School for Information and Knowledge Systems) in cooperation with BENAIIS (the Benelux Chapter of the Association for Information Systems) and NAF (Netherlands Architecture Forum) and offers a unique opportunity for research groups from both the Computer Science-side and the Management-side to report research, meet and interact. We also welcome practitioners with an interest in research and innovation.

Keynote Speaker will be Prof. dr. Anne Persson of the University of Skövde, Sweden.

Important Dates
August 3: Submission deadline for category A papers (see below)
August 24: Submission deadline for category B papers
September 7: Notification of acceptance
October 23: EIS 2009, Nijmegen, the Netherlands
**Types of contribution**

**Type A: REGULAR PAPERS**

Papers presenting new original work. Submitted papers should not exceed a length of 10 pages. These papers will be reviewed on overall quality and relevance. All accepted papers will be fully published in the proceedings.

**Type B: COMPRESSED CONTRIBUTIONS**

Papers that have been accepted after September 2008 for IS-related refereed conferences or journals can be resubmitted and will be accepted as compressed contributions. Authors are invited to submit the officially published version (without page restriction) together with a one or two-page abstract (Please put both files in a single zip file and upload the zip file.). B-Papers will be accepted for either brief oral or poster presentation. An extended abstract of the paper will be published in the proceedings. Every author may submit at most one B-paper of which they are the corresponding author, and only if they do not submit any A-paper as corresponding author.

**Submission details**

Paper submissions must be formatted in the (Proceedings) style of the Springer Publications format for Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS). For complete details, see Springer's Author Instructions. Authors keep the copyright of their submissions. The EIS Proceedings will be digital, and will carry an ISSN series number, just like journals, magazines and series of technical reports. To submit your paper, go to [http://www.easychair.org/conferences/?conf=eis09](http://www.easychair.org/conferences/?conf=eis09) (if necessary, create an account first).

**Organisation**

Stijn Hoppenbrouwers (Radboud University Nijmegen), Richard Starmans (SIKS)

**Program Committee**


**More information**

For more information, go to [www.cs.ru.nl/eis09](http://www.cs.ru.nl/eis09), or contact Stijn Hoppenbrouwers (stijnh@cs.ru.nl) or Irma Haerkens (i.haerkens@cs.ru.nl).